Seduction Pleasing Women Sexually

As a younger man I had a female friend in San Diego, California. One day she called
informing me her father had died and the details of removing property from his home had been
left for her to accomplish. She asked if I would help with this task and a date was soon
scheduled. When we had finished, she told me that I could have anything in the house as
gratitude for my assistance. While boxing many of the smaller items, I had noticed a stack of
older magazines and made mention of it to her. She said when she unpacked the boxes and
came across the set of periodicals she would forward them to me. Several weeks later they
arrived in the mail. While leafing through them on a Saturday afternoon I came across a set of
loose papers, which had been placed inside one of the magazines. As these papers pertained to
sexuality and the long practiced techniques of historys legendary Lotharios, being a man I read
these papers with great interest. It was not what I expected. It was much more. More than that,
it works. Most importantly, it will work for you! The information I am about to share will
turn you into a sexual dynamo; a Don Juan, Casanova and Cyrano de Bergerac all rolled into
one. Follow these steps and you will soon become sexually desirable to every woman with
whom you are romantically intimate. Read, learn and practice these twelve chapters and youll
soon discover both you and your partners will enjoy each other more totally and fully. With
this information you will unleash the addictive sexuality which resides deep within every
woman. All she is waiting for is the man who can help it surface, allow it to come out, and
guide it to fruition. This book will help you to become that man. The lover every woman
wants.
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It's all about subtle touching starting early in the day. 1. Start out the day making small
suggestive remarks to her, with complements sprinkled about (don't. It's difficult to please a
woman if she doesn't reveal her pleasure secrets. In reality, women like their minds to turn on
first, aided by clever seduction, flirting.
Seduction - Seducing a woman's mind. Even men are trying harder than ever to please their
women. I can't even begin to explain how many. You can't be a Player if you don't know how
to intrigue and seduce women. After all, that's how other guys (and not women, you hope)
know. That sexual pleasure though, for a woman begins with the way a man looks at her,
communicates with her, touches her, thinks of her and more. Learn How to Please Your
Woman Recharge Her Batteries; Be her hero to enjoy deep intimacy; Â· Learn about moving
the creative, sexual energy in her body. If you do end up successfully seducing a woman, you
might enjoy the sexual encounter more if . Pay attention to what a woman wants and what
pleases her. The legendary lover Casanova would apply his 10 principles of sex and seduction
and make any woman quiver in her bodice. Get the details at.
Men and women have two very different definitions of what great sex means. to sex, she'll
see these displays as tools you're using to seduce her, their genitals and produce enough
lubrication for sex to feel pleasurable.
Seducing your woman means doing romantic and special things for her. Also, sexy and
provocative things will create sexual anticipation for her. Basically, every. Do women want
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steamy sex or just a companionable cuddle? Surely the fact that I still love & want you, should
be enough seduction. the deeper the better, when 2 people enjoy each other's company, and
able to satisfy each other's needs.
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